In this work we introduce QuantNet: an architecture that is capable of transferring knowledge over systematic trading strategies in several financial markets. By having a system that is able to leverage and share knowledge across them, our aim is two-fold: to circumvent the so-called Backtest Overfitting problem; and to generate higher risk-adjusted returns and fewer drawdowns. To do that, QuantNet exploits a form of modelling called Transfer Learning, where two layers are market-specific and another one is market-agnostic. This ensures that the transfer occurs across trading strategies, with the market-agnostic layer acting as a vehicle to share knowledge, cross-influence each strategy parameters, and ultimately the trading signal produced. In order to evaluate QuantNet, we compared its performance in relation to the option of not performing transfer learning, that is, using market-specific old-fashioned machine learning. In summary, our findings suggest that QuantNet performs better than non transfer-based trading strategies, improving Sharpe ratio in 15% and Calmar ratio in 41% across 3103 assets in 58 equity markets across the world. Code coming soon.
Introduction
Systematic trading strategies are model-based asset-allocation procedures aiming to maximize return over risk, provide insurance against market shocks, and so on. In order to obtain any of these desired behaviours, quantitative trading strategists have to deal with questions such as which assets to hold, trading periods, which model to use and how to fine-tune parameters. To this end, quantitative strategies usually employ a scheme where many variations of a strategy are tried on the same historical data, usually referred to in the literature as Backtesting [10, 4] .
Nonetheless, if this search is performed exhaustively and without the proper tools the result is that trading strategies looking good on paper often perform poorly when presented with new data. This problem is often referred to in the literature as Backtest Overfitting [10, 24] . Many procedures have been proposed to deal with the problem, particularly by the Econometrics and Quantitative Finance communities: Data Snooping [53] , Overestimated Performance [23, 24] , Cross-Validation Evaluation [5] , and Covariance-Penalty Corrections [29] . Also recently, Generative Adversarial Networks [31] , a technique branching from the Machine Learning community, have also been used to improve trading strategies calibration.
This lack of generalization to new data is not a phenomena exclusive to finance: this is faced by any data-driven procedure, and has been widely studied by the Statistics and Machine Learning communities [12, 3, 43] . In its core, this issue can be attributed to spurious relationships, emerging between the input features (e.g. lagged returns) and the outcome variable (e.g. returns), potentially emerging or magnified by the limited amount of data. More recently, a form of modelling called Transfer Learning [38, 48, 22, 11] has been employed to circumvent this data scarcity problem. The basic idea is to pre-train a generic model across tasks that are similar to our target task; the knowledge obtained by the pre-trained model is then transferred by encouraging the target task model to yield similar parameters. Below we highlight a few benefits of this learning paradigm:
• Better target task performance: traditional data-driven modelling works in isolation, meaning that a bespoke model is built for each new task. In transfer learning each assignment is perceived as an opportunity to accumulate knowledge, and by transferring this to a new model it usually makes the combination better than the isolated baseline [11, 35] .
• Improved total performance: since in transfer learning every new task can be used to enhance the pre-trained model, the previous tasks may also benefit from this boost in performance. Hence, by having this shared structure the average performance across tasks tend to be improved [8, 56] .
• Model-development time: utilizing the sourced knowledge from the pre-trained architecture tends to make the learning process faster compared to learning from scratch [16, 46] . Also, tapping into a pre-trained model can reduce the necessity of extensive model selection, quickening the deployment process of target task model.
More specifically to fitting trading strategies, it is hard to glean general market dynamics from a single market due to spurious correlations, but by integrating idiosyncratic noise out, it may be possible to learn general market dynamics. Transfer learning is a framework for that. Using this learning paradigm, we introduce QuantNet: an architecture that is capable of learning market-specific and market-agnostic dynamics. QuantNet is trained over different markets, building trading strategies that can pick up the "signal" instead of the "noise" in the financial time-series. In summary, our findings suggest that QuantNet performs better than non transfer-based strategies, improving Sharpe ratio in 15% and Calmar ratio in 41% across 3103 assets in 58 equity markets across the world.
Beyond this introductory section, we organized this paper as follows: the next section provides a literature review on transfer learning, its different forms and a few models and applications that we have found of it in Finance. The third section focuses on the methodology employed in this work: first delving into QuantNet, highlighting its architecture and other relevant details; secondly, detailing the datasets, experiments, assumptions and metrics used to evaluate QuantNet. After this section, we present results and discussions, with the last section exhibiting our concluding remarks and future works.
Literature Review
In this section we aim to provide a general view of the different subareas inside transfer learning (rather than a thorough review about the whole area). With this information, our goal is to frame the current contributions in finance over these subareas, situate our paper contribution, as well as highlight outstanding gaps. Nonetheless, the reader interested in a thorough presentation about transfer learning should refer to these key references [38, 22, 58] 
Transfer Learning: definition
We start by providing a definition of transfer learning, mirroring notation and discussions in [38, 44, 58] . A typical transfer learning problem presume the existence of a domain and a task. Mathematically, a domain D comprises a feature space X ∈ X and a probability measure P over X, where x i = {x 1 , ..., x J } is a realization of X. As an example for trading strategies, X can be the space of all technical indicators, X a specific indicator (e.g. book-to-market ratio), and x i a random sample of indicators taken from X. Given a domain D = {X , P(X)} and a supervised learning setting, a task T consists of a label space Y ∈ Y, and a conditional probability distribution P(Y |X) 2 . Typically in trading strategies, Y can represent the next quarter earnings, and P(Y |X) is learned from the training data (x i , y i ). The domain D and task T are further split in two subgroups: source domains D S and corresponding tasks T S , as well as target domain D T and target task T T . Therefore, the objective of transfer learning is to learn the target conditional probability distribution P T (Y T |X T ) in D T with information gained from D S and T S . Usually, either a limited number of labelled target examples or a large number of unlabelled target examples are assumed to be available. The way this learning is performed across the tasks, the amount of labelled information as well as inequalities between D S and D T , and T S and T T give rise to different forms of transfer learning. Figure 1 presents these different scenarios 3 .
In what follows we analyse each sub-paradigm of Figure 1 .
Transfer Learning: sub-paradigms
Inductive Transfer Learning: it refers to the cases where labelled data is available in the target domain; in another sense, we have the typical Supervised learning scenario across the different domains and tasks. In inductive transfer methods, the target-task inductive bias is chosen or adjusted based on the source-task knowledge. The way this is done varies depending on which inductive learning algorithm is used to learn the source and target tasks [48] . The main variations occur on how this learning is performed: simultaneously across source and target tasks (Multi-Task); sequentially by sampling source tasks, and updating the target task model (Sequential Transfer); and with the constraints of using only few labelled examples (Few-shot). We outline each variation:
• Multi-task Learning [8, 56] : is an approach to inductive transfer that improves generalization by learning tasks in parallel while using a shared representation; hence, P T (Y T |X T ) and P S (Y S |X S ) are intertwined, with the update in the target task affecting the behaviour of the domain tasks, and vice-versa. In practice, the learned model architecture and parameters are fully-shared across domain and target tasks -inputs, weights or coefficients, transfer functions, and objective function. In finance, this mode of learning has been first used for stock selection [20] ; lately, it has been applied for day trading [7] and yield curves [37] .
• Sequential Transfer Learning [44] : is an approach to inductive transfer that improves generalization by learning tasks in sequence while using a shared representation to a certain extent; therefore, P T (Y T |X T ) and P S (Y S |X S ) are not completely intertwined, but the update in the target task impacts the behaviour of the domain tasks, and vice-versa. In practice, the learned model architecture and parameters are partially-shared across domain and target tasks -often weights, transfer functions, and sometimes the objective function. By not having to share the same inputs and other parts of the architecture, this mode of learning can be applied across different domains and make the learned model easier to reused in future tasks. In the context of financial applications, it has been mainly applied for sentiment analysis: One of such applications is FinBERT [2] , a variation of BERT [11] specialized to financial sentiment analysis; it has obtained state-of-the-art results on FiQA sentiment scoring and Financial PhraseBank benchmaks. In [25] provide a similar application but feeding the sentiment analysis index generated by BERT in a LSTM-based trading strategy to predict stock returns.
• Few-shot Learning [16, 22, 52] : it is an extreme form of inductive learning, with very few examples (sometimes only one) being used to learn the target task model. This works to the extent that the factors of variation corresponding to these invariances have been cleanly separated from the other factors, in the learned representation space, and that we have somehow learned which factors do and do not matter when discriminating objects of certain categories. During the transfer learning stage, only a few labeled examples are needed to infer the label of many possible test examples that all cluster around the same point in representation space. So far we were unable to find any application in finance that covers this paradigm. However, we believe that such a mode of learning can be applied for fraud detection, stock price forecasting that have recently undergone initial public offering, or any other situation where limited amount of data is present about the target task. • Domain Adaptation [32] : in this case the tasks remains the same between each setting, but the domains as well as the input distribution are usually slightly different; therefore X S ≈ X T or P T (X T ) ≈ P S (X S ). The previous example of the sentiment predictor is a typical case, where the domains and the input distribution is somewhat different (books, videos and music reviews transferring to consumer electronics). We can presume that there is an underlying mapping that matches a certain statement to positive, neutral or negative sentiment, and what makes the problem harder to solve is the fact that the vocabulary and context vary between domains. Surprisingly simple unsupervised pretraining has been found to be very successful for sentiment analysis with domain adaptation [21] . Similarly to Few-shot learning, this particular subarea of transfer learning has received less attention from the finance community, since most of the sentiment analysis and similar applications are handled using labelled data.
• Concept Drift [59, 14] : in this case the tasks and domains remains the same across settings, but the input distribution can gradually or abruptly change between them; therefore P T (X T ) = P S (X S ). Often concept drift modelling and detection focus on continuous data streams, such as time series, text messages, videos, that is, data with a temporal dimension or indexation. Using the previous example, we would be concerned with changing views about a specific film: reviews that were otherwise extensively positive, gradually become negative due to changes in audience's view about how certain characters were portrayed, how the topic was approached, etc. This particular subarea has received substantial attention from the finance community: it has been used to discover relations between portfolio selection factors and stock returns [27] ; price forecasting [36] ; and fraud detection [47] .
• Zero-shot Learning [46, 51] : is a form of transductive transfer learning, where the domains and input distributions are different, and yet learning can be achieved by finding a suitable representation; hence X S = X T and P T (X T ) = P S (X S ). Following the previous example, if we have a database with thorough reviews about road bicycles, such as describing their frame, suspension, drivetrain, etc. it would be possible to learn in principle what constitutes a good or bad bicycle. Zero-shot learning would attempt to tap into this knowledge, and transfer it to a new bicycle that we do not have reviews but use it's design, 3d images, other descriptions, etc. to come up with an expected score, just based on users' opinions about the product. In this case, the task is the same (deciding the expected review of bicycle), but the domains are radically different (textual description versus an image). Similar to Few-shot learning, we were unable to identify any piece of research from the finance community.
Also, there are four different approaches where the transference of knowledge from a task to another can be realized: instance, feature, parameters, and relational-knowledge. Table 1 presents a brief description, applications of each to the financial domain, and other key references. Undoubtedly, for financial applications parameter-transfer is the preferred option, followed by instance-transfer and feature-transfer. Such approaches are mainly used for sentiment analysis, fraud detection, and forecasting, areas that have been widely researched using more traditional techniques. Conversely, we were unable to find research for relational-knowledge. Despite that, we believe that researchers working on financial networks, peer-to-peer lending, etc. can benefit from methods in the relationalknowledge transfer approach.
Using this taxonomy, QuantNet can be classified as part of Sequential Transfer Learning, using a Parameter-transfer approach. In this sense, we aim to learn the target task model by sharing and updating the architecture's weights and activation functions across the tasks. Since each task has different number of inputs/outputs, this component is task-specific. All of these details are better outlined in the next section. News-rich to news-poor stocks [34] ; mitigating class imbalance in credit scoring [33, 49] [ 28, 40] Feature Find a suitable feature mapping to approximate the source domain to the target domain Sentiment feature space [34] ; Portfolio selection factors [27] [ 57, 54] Parameter Learn shareable parameters or priors between the source and target tasks models BERT specialized to financial sentiment analysis [2, 25] ; Stock selection, forecasting [20, 7] ; yield curve forecasting [37] [ 11, 9] Relational-knowledge Learn a logical relationship or rules in the source domain and transfer it to the target domain [39, 50] 3 Methodology
In this section we outline QuantNet, an architecture to transfer knowledge across systematic trading strategies, and the datasets and experiments to empirically evaluate it. The first part focuses on describing QuantNet: (i) the general idea and how the sequential parameter-transfer is performed; (ii) pseudo-code describing the steps to perform its training; and (iii) the loss function and other details about it. The second part deals with the empirical evaluation of QuantNet: (i) the markets used and the period analysed; (ii) the hyperparameter optimization and model validation pursued; and (iii) assumptions, metrics, and the architecture implemented. Every market (M 1 , M 2 , ..., M k ) is composed of a dataset of assets excess returns {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r t , ..., } and a model composed of an encoder and decoder. For example in Figure 2 we outlined the following markets: S&P 500 (SPX), FTSE 100 (UKX), Saudi Arabia Tadawul All Shares (SASEIDX). A p × J matrix of returns per market, with J as the number of assets and p as the sequence length, are then mapped using a market-level encoder to a new p × N matrix. These N values per row are a projection to a shared latent space across markets. This is necessary so that the transfer layer, shared across markets, can sequentially map each market N inputs to another N output values. After this, a final mapping from the N -dimensional latent space of the transfer model to J signals are made by the decoder model. Algorithm 1 expresses step-by-step the process of training QuantNet.
QuantNet

Algorithm 1 QuantNet training
1: for number of training steps do 2:
Sample a sequential minibatch of L examples from market m:
Compute market-level encoder map E m for all examples:
5:
Compute global transfer map Z for all examples:
Compute market-level decoder D m trading signal for all examples:
7:
Update the market-level decoder by ascending its stochastic gradient:
8:
Update the global transfer map by ascending its stochastic gradient:
9:
Update the market-level encoder by ascending its stochastic gradient:
10:
end for 11:
For a number of training steps, and for all markets m randomly picked from a list of all markets M 1 , M 2 , ..., M k , repeat: (i) Sample a sequential minibatch of L examples from market m; (ii) compute market-level encoder map E m ; (iii) project the values mapped by E m to another latent space using the global transfer layer Z; (iv) transform these values in signals using market-specific decoder D m ; (v) using the sequence of signals and assets returns, ascend the stochastic gradient from D m , Z and E m using the average Sharpe ratio (SR) as the loss function:
with SR j (s t,j , ..., s t−p−1,j ; r t,j , ..., r t−p−1,j ) = µ
where µ (j) s * r is QuantNet's j-th asset average return, and σ (j) s * r its standard deviation (the √ 252 component is used to compute the annualized volatility). There are theoretical and empirical reasons for choosing Sharpe ratio instead of another more traditional metric like Mean Squared Error. In summary: (i) choosing a metric that is linked to the end problem improves the chance of selecting an architecture that can yield reasonable results; and (ii) Mean Squared Error minimization is a necessary, but not sufficient condition to maximize profitability of trading strategies. The interested reader can refer to [1, 30] for proofs and empirical results to both assertions.
We compare QuantNet with the alternative of not building a transfer learning-based trading strategy. We refer to it as No Transfer, and most of its components and description is identical to QuantNet. In fact it can be seen as a reduced version of QuantNet where its Encoder and Transfer map have been removed. Other design details and the empirical evaluation are described in the next topic. Table 2 presents the datasets/markets used to empirically evaluate QuantNet. All the data was obtained via Bloomberg, with the description of each market/index and its constituents at https: //www.bloomberg.com; for instance, SPX can be found by searching using the following link https://www.bloomberg.com/quote/SPX:IND. We tried to find a compromise between number of assets and sample size, hence for most markets we were unable to use the full list of constituents. We aimed to collect daily price data ranging from 03/01/2000 to 15/03/2019, but for most markets it starts roughly around 2010. Finally, due to restrictions from our Bloomberg license, we were unable to access data for some important equity markets, such as Italy and Russia. Table 3 outlines the settings for QuantNet and No Transfer strategies. Since running an ehxaustive search is computationally prohibitive, we opted to use random search as our hyperparameter optimization strategy [6] . We randomly sampled a total of 200 values in between those ranges, giving larger bounds for configurations with less hyperparameters (No Transfer linear and QuantNet Linear-Linear). After selecting the best hyperparameters, we applied them in a holdout-set consisting of the last 752 observations of each time series (around 3 years). The metrics and statistics in this set are reported in our results section. After a few warm-up runs, we opted to use 2000 training steps as a good balance between computational time and convergence. We trained the different models using the stochastic gradient descent optimizer AMSgrad [41] , a variant of the now ubiquitously used Adam algorithm.
Datasets and Experiments
We have used 3 Month London Interbank Offered Rate in US Dollar as the reference rate to compute excess returns. Most of the results focus on Sharpe ratios, but in many occasions we have also reported Calmar ratios, Annualized Returns and Volatility, Downside risk, Sortino ratios, Skewness and Maximum drawdowns [55, 45, 13, 42] . The first part of our results section focus on QuantNet using LSTM encoders and decoders with a Linear transfer layer (dimension = 10) versus No Transfer linear (dimension = 10). The reasons why we opted for this configuration can be found in the second part, Ablation Studies and Sensitivity Analysis, where we provide evidence that these were the most competitive settings for transfer and no-transfer based strategies. Figure 3 shows QuantNet's architecture throughout the results section. Given as inputs a sequence of returns {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r t , ..., } for a given market, below we outline QuantNet's input to trading signal (output) mapping, considering the LSTM and Linear models [26, 19, 17] defined by the gating mechanisms:
where σ and τ represent Sigmoid and Tanh activation functions respectively, and u 
Dm , S m , a m , while all markets share parameters Z (eq. 11). These parameters are trained jointly through multi-task learning. We propose to use the Sharpe-Ratio (eq. 9) to train these parameters.
Results and Discussions
In this section we empirically assess QuantNet performance compared to a market-specific trading strategy -from now on called No Transfer strategy. Compared with QuantNet, No Transfer roughly consists of only the Encoder component, but with the output dimensionality similar to the Decoder architecture (number of assets). The network architecture consists of a linear layer, with the hyperparameters being selected according to the subsection Datasets and Experiments. This choice for comparison as well as other alternatives are grounded during the Ablation Studies and Sensitivity Analysis subsection. Nonetheless, before performing this cross comparison of modelling alternatives, the next subsection presents the main comparison between QuantNet and No Transfer. It is not enough to stress that all reported results are using the 3 years holdout set as described in the Datasets and Experiments subsection. Table 4 presents the aggregate statistics of QuantNet and No Transfer strategies performance on 3103 stocks across all markets analysed. Looking at Sharpe ratios (SR), we can perceive an improvement of about 15% on both average and median terms by using QuantNet. This swing increases the number of assets yielding SRs above 1.0 from 432 (No Transfer) to 583 (QuantNet). This improvement is also perceived in Calmar ratio (CR) terms (12% on average, and 41% on median), smaller Downside Risk (DownRisk), higher Skew and Sortino ratios (SortR). Statistically, QuantNet significantly outperform No Transfer both in Sharpe (W = 2215630, p-value < 0.001) and Calmar (W = 2141782, p-value < 0.001) ratios. 
QuantNet vs No Transfer
Global analysis
Market-level Analysis
Figures 5a and 5b outline the average SR and CR across the 58 markets, ordered by No Transfer strategy performance. In SR terms, QuantNet outperformed No Transfer in its top 5 markets, with the opposite being true in CR values. Also, QuantNet dominates the bottom 10 markets that No Transfer has returned unprofitable results, both in SR and CR terms. Finally, in 7 of the top 10 largest ones (RTY, SPX, KOSPI, etc., see Table 2 ), QuantNet has also outperformed No Transfer. Since both models have slope < 1.0, it indicates that across markets QuantNet will tend to provide less surprisingly positive and negative SRs and CRs. Table 5 presents a better break down of the statistics in a few big regional markets, such as United States S&P 500 components (SPX Index), United Kingdom FTSE 100 (UKX Index), Korea Composite Index (KOSPI Index) and Saudi Arabia Tadawul All Shares (SASEIDX Index). Each one of them show 2-10 times order of magnitude improvement in SRs and CRs by QuantNet, with similar benefits in Sortino ratios, Downside risks and Skewness.
These results by QuantNet also translate in superior cumulative returns (Figure 8 ), histograms with empirical distributions that stochastically dominate the No Transfer strategy (9) , and finally positive transfer across assets (10) . In summary, markets that were otherwise not as profit-generating using only lagged information, become profitable due to the addition of a transfer layer of information across world markets. We close this section by fitting a traditional Fama-French 5 factor model, with the addition of Momentum factor [18, 15] using these four markets daily returns as dependent variables. Table  6 present the models coefficients, t-stats and whether they were or not significant (using a 5% significance level). Regardless of the market, QuantNet provided significant alpha (abnormal riskadjusted return) across markets, with very low correlation to other general market factors. Next topic discusses certain features of QuantNet, going beyond the simply contrast with No Transfer strategy. We provide some insight on what market characteristics QuantNet is providing superior performance, as well as look at how each market is being represented inside its architecture.
QuantNet Features
One of the key features of transfer learning is its ability to provide meaningful solutions in resource constrained scenarios -sample size, features, training budget, etc. With QuantNet this pattern persist; Figure 11a presents the average SR across different assets grouped by sample size used during training. We have subtracted QuantNet SR from No Transfer SR to reduce cross-asset variance and baseline effect. Apart from a downfall in the bracket 2200-2576 samples ( 10 years of data), overall we can see a downward trend from 1444-1823 ( 6-7 years) to 3706-4083 samples ( 15-16 years) . This points out that assets with small sample size are benefiting more than ones with large samples. Another feature is number of assets in a specific market - Figure 11b outlines the results of QuantNet in terms of average SR. We have subtracted QuantNet SR from No Transfer SR to reduce cross-asset variance and baseline effect. In this case, it demonstrates that the bigger the market, the better QuantNet will perform. As we pointed out previously, apart from a few markets like Japan and US Small Caps, overall QuantNet have generated superior results than the baseline (like UK, US S&P 500, Germany's DAX, etc.).
An additional analysis is how each market is being mapped inside QuantNet architecture, particularly in the Encoder layer. The key question is how they are being represented in this hidden latent space, and how close each market is to the other there. Figure 12 presents a dendrogram of hierarchical clustering done using the scores from encoder layer for all markets. By setting an unique threshold across the hierarchical clustering we can form 6 distinct groups. Some clusters are easier to analyse, such as C5 that consist mainly of small European equity markets (Spain, Netherlands, Belgium and France) -all neighbours; C6 comprising mainly of developed markets in Europe and Americas, such as United Kingdom, Germany, US, and their respective neighbours Austria, Poland, Switzerland, Sweden, Denmark, Canada and Mexico. Some clusters require a more refined observation, such as C2 containing most developed markets in Asia like Japan, Hong Kong, Korea and Singapore, with C3 representing Asia and Pacific emerging markets: China, India, Australia, and some respective neighbours (New Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines, Taiwan). Figure 13 outlines all these groups in a map. Overall, it seems that the encoder of QuantNet is mapping and structuring the markets according to their development stage and geographical proximity. Apart from cluster C4 and to a certain extent C1, the remaining ones tend to confirm this hypothesis. For visualisation purposes we have picked the market with biggest market capitalization to represent the country in the cluster.
Ablation Study and Sensitivity Analysis
This subsection attempts to addresses the question: (i) could we getter better results for the No Transfer strategy; and (ii) what are the impact in QuantNet architecture by increasing its dimensionality, and performing some ablation in its architecture. In relation to No Transfer, we can perceive that there is no benefit from moving to a LSTM architecture -in fact, we produced worst outcomes in general. Maybe the lack of data per market has impacted the overall performance of this architecture. Similarly with QuantNet, a full LSTM model generated worst outcomes regardless of the dimensionality used. Linear components in QuantNet have produced better outcomes, with Linear encoders/decoders and LSTM transfer layers providing the best average results across dimensions. However, small layer sizes are linked with better SRs, and particularly for size equal to 10, the QuantNet architecture using LSTM encoders/decoders and Linear transfer layer generated the best average SRs. In terms of computational time, No Transfer Linear takes 1364.46s every 1000 training steps, compared to QuantNet LSTM-Linear 1805.81s per 1000 training steps.
Conclusions
In this work we introduced QuantNet: an architecture that is capable of transferring knowledge across systematic trading strategies in several financial markets. QuantNet is a Transfer learning-based approach, where every market-specific trading strategies share a common layer that acts as a vehicle to share knowledge, cross-influence each strategy parameters, and ultimately the trading signal produced. As pointed out in the methodology section, and grounded during the ablation and sensitivity analysis, QuantNet architecture consist of a LSTM-based encoder and decoder, with a Linear layer responsible to perform the transfer of knowledge across markets.
In order to evaluate QuantNet, we compared its performance in relation to the option of not performing transfer learning, that is, using market-specific old-fashioned machine learning. In summary, our findings suggest that QuantNet performs better than non transfer-based trading strategies, improving Sharpe ratio in 15% and Calmar ratio in 41% across 3103 assets in 58 equity markets across the world. In a few big regional markets, such as S&P 500, FTSE 100, KOSPI and Saudi Arabia Tadawul All Shares, QuantNet showed 2-10 times order of magnitude improvement in Sharpe ratios and Calmar ratios, with similar benefits in Sortino ratios, Downside risks and Skewness. QuantNet also generated positive and statistically significant alpha according to Fama-French 5 factors model. By analysing QuantNet encoders, it appeared that they are mapping and structuring the markets according to their development stage and geographical proximity.
In future works we aim to investigate different architectures, such as Transformer layers, as it seems that they are providing significant outperformance in other tasks with sequence data (mainly text). Expanding the empirical evaluation to include other asset classes beyond equities, such as foreign exchange, interest rate swaps, or commodities can potentially improve the overall results since it can provide additional knowledge to trade some equities, and vice-versa.
